
10-1/4 IN. SAWSQUATCH™ WORM DRIVE SAW

SPT 70 WM-22

Powered by a 15 Amp
Dual-Field™ motor
for big cuts
STAYS TRUE

Built to be relentless;
this metal- housed,
brass worm-geared saw
STAYS TOUGH

SPT70WM-72
Available with
Twist-Lock

A larger than life saw  
for one and done clean 
cuts through 4x
STAYS PRODUCTIVE 

TRUE TO 
THE TRADE 
SINCE 1924™

The only tools in your arsenal that stay true 
with legendary performance and character.

The Original Worm Drive™
The Legend. Reborn.™

The only SKILSAW® Worm Drive saw designed specifically to cut 4x in all types of material in one pass.  With 
magnesium construction, our Dual-Field™ motor designed for saws and brass worm drive gearing, this saw is built 
to be relentless. Precision and balance are crafted into the design, so you'll be able to knock out big cuts quickly 
and cleanly time after time.



Legendary 
Durability
With MAG construction, 
copper winding Dual-Field™ 
motor and brass gearing, 
step up to the next level of 
legendary cutting.

Powerful
Performance
Move up to a saw
custom crafted for 
large jobs when one 
cut is all you want.

Hard-Working 
Character
Equal parts guts, 
grit and power provide 
balance and precision 
to knock out big cuts 
fast and clean. 

Specifications
Ratings:
15A, 120VAC, 60 Hz 
no 4,600/min
Magnesium guards,
foot plate, 
gear housing

Tool Weight: 16.5 lbs.
(7.5 Kg) without blade, 
cord, and wrench

Cord Length: 
8 ft. (2.4 m)

Capacities
3-11/16 in. (93.6 mm) Max cut at 90°
2-3/4 in. (69.8 mm) Max cut at 45°
2-1/2 in. (63.5 mm) Max cut at 51°

SKILSAW Stay True™ Guarantee
Our saws have transformed and fueled the hearts
of pro builders for decades. We believe that any
SKILSAW will be as hardworking and reliable as you
and your crew. Unpack a new SKILSAW and we pledge
that you’ll get that same legendary performance to cut
through what matters. Cut for 180 days. If you’re not
satisfied, we’ll give you your money back. We call it
our Stay True™ Guarantee.

The SKILSAW Dual-Field™ Motor
Our Dual-field™ motor was invented for saws, for pros,
for legends, for you. Its unique dual copper windings
keep you and your crew going strong all day. Its dual
purpose is to power and cool the motor through
the toughest cuts today and tomorrow. Others try to
master this balance of power and cooling but fail.
Our Dual-field motor is why our saws will always
Stay True™.

10-1/4 IN. SAWSQUATCH™ WORM DRIVE SAW

SKILSAW Dual-Field™ Motor Competitor Motor
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Includes
40-tooth DIABLO® Carbide Blade
Multi-function wrench (stored in foot)


